Ossur, Victhom
Team Up for New Technology

Hanger, Polhemus Develop
3D Laser Scan Technology

Ossur hf, Reykjavik, Iceland, and Victhom
Human Bionics Inc., Quebec City, Canada,
announced May 14 that they have reached a
partnership agreement aimed at the worldwide
commercialization of Victhom’s prosthetic
products.
Under the agreement, Ossur will act as the manufacturer
and distributor of Victhom’s technology platform in the prosthetics market. The licensing agreement provides for the
commercialization of Victhom’s first product, as well as the
co-development of other orthotic and prosthetic products
using Victhom’s bionic technology.
Victhom’s first product is a motorized prosthetic limb system for transfemoral amputees, according to Canada
NewsWire. “Victhom possesses an innovative and promising
technology for the development of a new generation of prostheses, known as anthropomorphic limbs,” said Stéphane
Bédard, Victhom founding president and chief scientific officer, quoted by Canada NewsWire.

anger Orthopedic Group Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, has
teamed with Polhemus, a leading producer of threedimensional motion tracking systems, to develop a laser
scanning system for prosthetic and orthotic applications.
The compact, portable scanner, developed by Polhemus
and Applied Research Associates in New Zealand exclusively for use by Hanger practitioners, works by casting a fan of
laser light over the person’s limb, head, or body, while the
camera on the wand views the laser to record a cross-sectional profile of the object. The embedded motion-tracking
device determines the position and orientation of the scanner’s wand, enabling the computer to reconstruct the full
three-dimensional surface of the object within Hanger’s proprietary CAD/CAM software. Moving objects can be accurately scanned by attaching a small second receiver to the
object in motion.
Hanger plans to roll out the system to all its patient care
centers beginning in July 2003.
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• Less Bulky
• Less Weight
• More Support
• Washable, Breathable
• Abrasion Resistance
• Colors: Beige, Black,
Brown, Green & White
• 5–7 day turn around on request
The South West Ankle Brace is one of the leading brands of custom thermo-molded ankle braces made for nonoperative management of posterior tibial tendon dysfunction, as well as many other foot and ankle pathologies.
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